We introduce a novel method based on physical proxies for investigating fundamental differences between touch and tangible interfaces. This method uses physical chips to emulate the flat, non-graspable objects that make up touch interfaces, in a way that supports direct comparison with tangible interfaces. We ran an experiment to test the effect of object thickness on participants' behavior, performance and subjective experience in spatial rearrangement tasks. We found that for the tasks tested, thick objects are faster but less accurate to operate, and that their graspability is only used occasionally. We also found that coarse manipulation of multiple thin objects is error-prone, an issue that only thick objects may allow to alleviate.
INTRODUCTION
In this article, we introduce a novel proxy-based methodology for comparing touch and tangible interaction paradigms. We use thin physical chips (0.2mm) as surrogates for the graphical elements of a direct manipulation touch interface, which we compare with thicker pucks (see Figure 1 ) in order to isolate the effect of object thickness on spatial rearrangement tasks.
Touch interfaces are commonly thought to support rich and engaging interactions, and are often showcased in futuristic movies and concept videos. At the same time, Bret Victor eloquently argues that touch interfaces are nothing but "pictures under glass" [23] , and that the gestures they Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. While such viewpoints can be inspiring, it is also important to evaluate claims rigorously, and to try to pinpoint the fundamental differences between touch and tangible interaction paradigms. Granted for many applications, both interaction styles are likely to be complementary, but understanding how they differ will inform design decisions and future research.
Many studies have suggested that people are more effective at operating tangible interfaces (TUIs) (e.g., [2, 16, 17, 19, 21] ) -presumably because TUIs support a richer manipulation vocabulary. These findings are consistent with Bret Victor's assertion that touch interfaces do not allow us to fully "use our hands" [23] . However, previous studies do not provide robust explanations as for these advantages -they do not investigate fundamental differences between the two interaction paradigms, i.e., differences that are technologyindependent and are likely to hold in future implementations.
Our interest is to establish technology-agnostic methods for answering precise questions regarding differences between touch and TUIs. To illustrate such methods, we used flat and thick objects in order to isolate the effect of object thickness on participants' speed and accuracy when performing spatial rearrangements of multiple objects on a 2d surface. As such, our main contributions are:
• a novel technology-agnostic method based on physical proxies for studying how (and how well) people spontaneously manipulate typical touch and tangible objects, and • an assessment of the effect of object thickness on the manipulation of collections of objects, with implications for the design of both touch and tangible interfaces.
BACKGROUND
There is no general consensus on how touch and tangible interfaces should be defined [20] . Therefore, we propose the following working definitions for the purpose of this article:
Touch interfaces are user interfaces where digital information is manipulated through skin contact with the surface of a single physical object.
Tangible interfaces are user interfaces where digital information is manipulated by changing the spatial arrangement of multiple physical objects.
These definitions are by no means authoritative: they are purely stipulative and meant to clarify upcoming discussions. Although they focus on input, they align well with what is generally understood by both terms [20] , and capture a broad range of interactive systems. However, our definition of touch excludes all interfaces that employ contactless (midair) sensing, as well as all interfaces that have moving parts; and our definition of tangible excludes single-device input (e.g., regular, gyroscopic or 3D mice, or mobile phones with accelerometers), but includes space-multiplexed input device setups [9] .
Given these definitions, how do touch interfaces compare to tangible interfaces? Although some studies have looked at differences in subjective experience (e.g, [1] ), most studies focused on performance. An early evaluation of TUIs by Fitzmaurice and Buxton [9] demonstrated the benefits of space-multiplexed input (one physical device per function) over time-multiplexed input (a single generic device -e.g., a computer mouse). However, tabletop systems supporting multipoint direct touch input rendered this distinction less useful [22] .
Over the past years, several studies have been conducted comparing multitouch tabletop setups with tabletop TUIs on object manipulation tasks. A replication of Fitzmaurice and Buxton's study revealed that tangibles are still superior [22] . Similar results have been found for puzzle sorting tasks [2, 21] , spatial arrangement tasks [16, 17] and collaborative layout optimization tasks [19] . Observed benefits include faster task completion times, less errors and more user satisfaction, and are generally explained by the fact that tangibles support richer as well as more efficient gestures. For example, people spontaneously rotate physical objects using multifinger grips, which is presumably more efficient than pinch gestures [22] .
Besides user performance, many of the previous studies report observational data on the gestures used. For example, North et al [17] identified several gesture types in their study, some of which (e.g., lift or stack) were only possible with TUIs.
While informative, previous studies have so far focused on comparing specific implementations of touch and tangible interfaces. As a result, findings are hard to interpret and generalize. In some studies, touch interfaces may have been given an unfair advantage by supporting more advanced features and interaction techniques. For example, one study [16] provided undo, lasso selection and snap-dragging on the touch interface but not on the tangible one. Similarly, contact shape sensing is rarely implemented (but see [2] ), thus limiting the potential expressiveness of touch [4, 25] and potentially giving tangibles an advantage. Moreover, researchers have recently discovered that the lag produced by any currently available touch system negatively impacts performance and user experience [14] .
To summarize, previous studies are insightful but often suffer from experimental confounds that make it hard to understand the fundamental differences between touch and tangible interfaces -i.e., differences that will persist and remain relevant as both touch and tangible technologies mature. Thus it would seem beneficial to explore complementary methods that do not depend on currently available technology.
METHODOLOGY
Here, we explain and motivate our proxy-based method for comparing touch and tangible interfaces.
Rationale for Using Physical Proxies for Touch
The goal of a physical proxy is to help empirically investigate user interfaces that are hard to build, or that may only exist in the future. Nevertheless, we stress that a physical proxy necessarily differs from the user interface it emulates.
Physical proxies have already occasionally been used for comparing 2d and 3d visualization techniques. Dwyer has proposed hand-crafted physical models to emulate perfect 3d displays [8, pp. 39-45] , while Jansen has suggested to use static physical visualizations in user studies as substitutes for future self-actuated physical visualizations [12, p. 133] .
Although both touch interfaces and TUIs will keep improving, touch will only ever allow flat objects to be operated from above, while TUIs allow objects with volume to be pushed sideways, grabbed, lifted, etc. Therefore, we use thin discs or "chips" as proxies for touch-operated objects, and cylinders or "pucks" as proxies for tangible objects (Figure 1) .
The proxy for the complete touch interface consists of a collection of chips placed on a planar surface to emulate GUI icons that can be freely dragged around. This setup necessarily differs from today's touch interfaces in several respects, while sharing several characteristics with an "idealized" touch interface. More specifically, the differences are: Df 1. with enough effort, the proxies can be grasped and lifted, something that is impossible on actual touch interfaces; Df 2. the proxies can slide and fall off the surface if it is inclined-which means that our particular proxy implementation is inappropriate for hand-held and mobile touch devices; Df 3. the proxies' collision behavior is unusual for traditional touch interfaces: the proxies can both push each other and overlap-unlike graphical objects which either interpenetrate or collide, depending on the chosen metaphor; and Df 4. the proxies do not support abstract gestures or advanced commands (e.g., selection, grouping, undo), which are common in touch interfaces. Nevertheless, this proxy setup can help us learn more about how touch interfaces may differ from tangible interfaces by making the comparison fairer in other respects, since the setup:
• has zero-lag: lag on any current touch interface has been found to be noticeable and detrimental [14] ; • has infinite resolution, both in terms of input and output; • provides physically realistic direct manipulation, both for single and multiple objects [4, 25] ;
• provides realistic rendering: in particular, no light is emitted by the surface (similar to, e.g., an e-ink display); • provides realistic touch haptics [3] : object edges can be felt, and no skin friction occurs when an object is dragged. Currently, only TUIs have all these characteristics. However, none of them are fundamentally incompatible with touch interfaces, for which both display and sensing technology is quickly improving: a lag of 1 ms has been recently achieved in research prototypes [14] , as well as tactile feedback [3] .
Research Questions
Our goal is to compare how (and how well) chips and pucks are spontaneously manipulated, in order to assess the sole impact of object thickness, a fundamental (i.e., implementationindependent) difference between touch and tangible interaction paradigms. Our two major research questions are:
1. Does the extra thickness of pucks present any manipulation benefits? That is, do people spontaneously make use of the extra spatial manipulation strategies offered?
2. How good is our physical proxy implementation? That is, to what extent do Df 1-Df 4 affect the way in which chips are manipulated vs. the way we expect them to be manipulated in an idealized touch interface?
Rationale for the Choice of Setup and Tasks
For the comparison between chips and pucks to be fair, and to address Df 2 at the outset, we chose to simulate tabletop touch and tabletop tangible interfaces, which is what has been compared in the vast majority of previous studies [2, 16, 17, 19, 21, 22] . To address Df 4, we limited our study to manipulative gestures [15] , which both setups support. Direct manipulation is the main interaction style in TUIs and it is also dominant in modern touch devices; and while in principle TUIs could support symbolic gestures, most currently do not.
Finally, to understand how users manipulate collections of objects (chips and pucks), we chose to use repetitive spatial rearrangement tasks-in a similar fashion to previous studies such as North et al [17] . Such tasks are reasonably complex in the motor domain (compared to, e.g., target acquisition tasks), while at the same time devoid of high-level cognitive components that are typically present in real-world tasks, but that could interfere with motor and manipulative behavior. Our study focuses not on high-level cognition, but on how people naturally and spontaneously "use their hands" [23] .
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
We now describe in more detail our setups, tasks, procedure, and experiment design.
Physical Proxy Setup
The touch and TUI proxies shared the same setup (see Figure 2 ). The setup included a white plastic support surface, with 3 mm-thick edges to prevent objects from sliding off.
We digitally-fabricated forty 0.2 mm thick disks (chips), and forty 12 mm thick cylinders (pucks); all had a diameter of 25.75 mm (the size of a 2-euro coin). The chips were made of transparent laser-cut mylar sheets, and weighed roughly 0.2 g (see Figure 1 left). We chose mylar as it remains rigid, even when very thin. This way, chips would be difficult to bend and therefore difficult to grasp. The pucks were made of several layers of laser-cut transparent acrylic sheets glued together, and weighed roughly 7.5 g (Figure 1 right). We informally verified that mylar and acrylic had similar friction properties. Finally, all chips and pucks were spray-painted, half of them blue and the other half red. Chips were only painted on top, and pucks were painted on top and on the sides. Thus both object types had an unpainted bottom.
Tasks
An experimental task consisted of moving all objects from an initial configuration to a final configuration. There were 3 different types of configurations, all involving the same 40 objects (20 blue and 20 red, see Figure 3 ):
• Random-packed : all objects are packed within a disc of diameter 24 cm at the center of the workspace. They fill 46% of the disc area, with an inter-object spacing of ∼0.5 cm.
• Random-spread : same arrangement but within a larger disc of diameter 40 cm (density 17%, separation ∼2.5 cm).
• Sorted : all red objects are placed on one side of the table, while all blue objects are placed on the other. Object location within the area is not important. From these three configurations we derive four different tasks:
• Packed sorting: from random-packed to sorted.
• Spread placement: from sorted to random-spread.
• Spread sorting: from random-spread to sorted.
• Packed placement: from sorted to random-packed. Since the final configuration of a task is also the initial configuration of the next task, these tasks could be performed in sequence and looped over without the need for actuation or experimenter intervention. Object colors in placement configurations were randomly shuffled, and sorting areas were randomly swapped. We henceforth refer to a sequence of four successive tasks as a block. A block can start with any of the four tasks above, thus four different block designs are possible.
Tasks were given to subjects by top-projecting the desired final configuration on the workspace, during the entire task duration. Visual targets were made dim enough so as not to interfere with physical manipulation. For placement tasks, individual object targets were shown with red and blue semicircles 120% the size of objects (30.9 mm) (see Figure 3) . For sorting tasks, a red line and a blue line were displayed on each side of the table. Objects simply had to be moved across the lines.
The use of semicircles instead of circles is due to limitations of the top projection setup. Since the projector could not be oriented perpendicularly to the table, pucks casted a shadow, which pilots suggested might impair puck placement tasks. The use of semicircles addressed this issue, at the cost of rendering placement tasks less well-specified. This was addressed by instructing participants not to focus on accuracy, and by later analyzing both completion times and placement accuracy.
Task Instructions
We wanted to observe spontaneous manipulation behavior, thus no instruction was provided in the way objects were to be manipulated. In particular, the touch proxy was not presented as such, and no reference was made of touch or tangible interfaces. Objects were referred to using the neutral names chips and pucks. At no point did the experimenter manipulate chips or pucks in front of participants.
Participants were instructed to be as fast as possible without committing any obvious placement error, i.e., all objects were required to be approximatively placed within their respective targets (or beyond lines for sorting) with no color inversion. Emphasis on speed was used as an incentive for participants to converge to optimal motor strategies. It is reasonable to assume that similar optimal strategies will be developed in natural settings after extended use of such user interfaces.
The system did not check for correct object placement. Instead we told participants that a photo snapshot will be taken each time they complete a trial, and trials will be later examined for correctness. Correctness was also enforced by the experimenter during practice trials.
PROCEDURE
The participant was asked to sit comfortably at the table and was given an instruction sheet. All 80 objects had been previously placed in storage areas ( 3 in Figure 2) , with chips and pucks stored in their respective areas.
The participant was first asked to bring all objects from one storage area to the main area (chips or pucks depending on the participant) and to complete a discovery block -i.e., four tasks in sequence -where she could get acquainted with the experiment logics without time pressure. Then the participant was asked to switch object type (see procedure below) and complete a training block with time pressure but no performance recording. The participant then switched objects again and went on performing the experimental trials.
An experimental trial consisted in the administration of a single (placement or sorting) task and proceeded as follows:
1. A message invites the participant to press the timer button ( 8 in Figure 2 ) when she is ready to start, upon which a two-second countdown appears on the table. 2. Two seconds later the configuration to achieve is displayed, and a beep sound is played signifying that the timing started. 3. The participant moves the objects to their final destination ( 4 for sorting tasks or 2 for placement tasks). 4. As soon as the task is completed, the participant presses the timer button again and a second beep sound is played, signifying that the timing stopped. The projected configuration disappears and a message invites the participant to lean back and get her hands off the table. 5. Two seconds later, a photo snapshot of the workspace is taken (using 5 in Figure 2 ), accompanied with a camera shutter sound. The invite message for the next trial is then displayed (step 1 above). This trial design together with the unpredictable ordering of colors prevented participants from pre-planning their motor actions. This incentivized participants to interleave motor planning with motor execution, a strategy closer to typical UI object manipulation scenarios. Participants were however allowed to place their hands as they wished during the two-second countdown, as long as they were not touching any object. Thus hand placement, which was irrelevant to the purposes of the experiment, was not included in task times.
Every two blocks, the participant was asked to switch to the other object type (chip or puck). Object switching followed the following procedure: The participant is asked to move all current objects in one of the storage areas, then move all the objects from the other storage area in front of her. Then the final configuration from the last task is displayed and the participant is invited to place all objects, without time pressure.
All experiment instructions were given through short messages and visual annotations, all projected on the table (using 1 in Figure 2 ). Each participant was recorded from different angles using two cameras ( 6 and 7 in Figure 2 ). At the end of the experiment, the participant was asked to fill in a brief questionnaire. The experiment lasted 35 minutes on average.
Design
Our independent variables were object type Object ∈ {Chips, Pucks} and type of task Task ∈ {Packed-placement, Spread-placement, Packed-sorting, Spread-sorting}, both withinsubject factors. Each combination of Object and Task was administered four times, i.e., four Block were generated per Object condition. Our dependent variables were time-ontask Time, and placement accuracy Accuracy.
Accuracy was only measured for Packed-placement and Spread-placement tasks. For each trial, the position of all 40 objects was extracted from photo snapshots through image processing and visual inspection. Positions were then matched to the nearest slot in the placement template. Then, for each slot, a position dispersion was computed by taking the unbiased estimate of the positions' standard distance deviation (SDD). Four distance measurements were used in computing each SDD (one per repetition). SDDs were then averaged across all 40 slots, yielding an accuracy measure for each Object and Task ∈ {Packed-placement, Spreadplacement} combination.
To reduce learning effects, Object was switched every two blocks. In addition, the presentation order of the first Object was counterbalanced across participants as well as the first task presented in all blocks, yielding 2 × 4 = 8 unique designs. Red and blue colors in task configurations were fully randomized.
Overall the experiment consisted in 2 Object × 4 Task × 4 Block = 32 trials, yielding 32 measures of Time and 4 measures of Accuracy per participant.
Participants
We recruited 8 participants (5 male), all naive to the purposes of the experiment, by email announcement to our lab. Ages ranged from 24 to 32 with a median of 28. All had a university degree, from Bachelor to PhD. They were all right-handed, owned a touch device and were familiar with such technologies (as reported in the post-experiment questionnaire). All participants agreed to be videotaped.
PERFORMANCE AND SUBJECTIVE EX-PERIENCE
Due to growing concerns about the limits of null hypothesis significance testing for reporting and interpreting results [7] , we base our analyses on simple effect sizes with confidence intervals (CIs). See [6] on how to interpret plots with CIs.
Time
We perform our time analyses on log-transformed data [18] . We thus report geometric means, and all comparisons are expressed as time ratios. CIs assume lognormal distributions.
Completion times were averaged per participant for each combination of Object and Task. The results shown in Figure 4 confirm that pucks are overall faster than chips. There is strong evidence for placement tasks, and a possibly similar trend for sorting tasks, but the evidence is much weaker.
Accuracy
Accuracy observations were averaged per participant and per Object condition, and population means (in mm) as well as within-subject ratios (dimensionless) were estimated using 95% BCa bootstrap CI. Results are shown also in Figure 4 : on average, object placement variability ranges from 6 to 8 mm, with clear signs that chips tended to be positioned more consistently than pucks on placement tasks. Thus it appears that pucks can be manipulated faster than chips under our setup, but their advantage is less apparent in sorting tasks. They also tend to be positioned slightly less accurately.
Subjective Experience and Feedback
Our post-experiment questionnaire included five items to assess participants' subjective experience, and also invited them to elaborate on their responses. Figure 5 shows participants' mean responses, given on 5-point Likert scale.
Unsurprisingly, participants strongly agreed that pucks "felt physical". However, participants were also reluctant to admit that chips felt like a touch interface. Looking at spontaneous comments, tactile feedback seems to have strongly influenced their experience. One participant commented that "the tactile feedback is different [from a touch interface]".
Responses revealed a remarkably more positive experience with pucks. Participants reported that they "became increasingly frustrated with [their] inability to pick and place the chips", while "pucks are easier to handle and [...] more comfortable to manipulate". Participants reported that pucks made them feel more efficient and more in control: "You feel more in control with the pucks, they are easier to grasp".
A participant further elaborated "Because pucks could be picked up and placed, they allowed for a wider array of placement strategies [...] . Moving the last few chips into position often required sliding them all the way around the already placed ones, which felt cumbersome. I preferred having the ability to use multiple placement strategies with the pucks and their physicality was satisfying".
Discussion
Participants' comments give us hints as to why pucks were manipulated faster and yielded a better subjective experience. Participants seemed frustrated that the chips could not be grasped and lifted. Indeed, we observed that placement tasks required more caution not to muddle up already placed chips while sliding new ones in. In contrast, pucks could be easily picked and placed anywhere. Arguably, in many real touch interfaces dragged objects go through other objects, thus emulating "pick and place" operations. This was not possible with chips. Note that it is also not possible with touch metaphors that implement collision detection [2, 4, 25] . However, this metaphor also generally ensures that objects never occlude each other, which was not the case for our proxy.
Despite the limitations of our proxy, there is still evidence that pucks yielded benefits that even an idealized touch interface could not provide. First, the sorting task is a coarse motor task that should not have suffered from chip collision and overlap -yet, our results suggest that pucks might have been still faster. Second, as we will see with the video analysis, issues with overlap were not that common and chips appear to have suffered from problems unrelated to overlap and collision.
VIDEO ANALYSIS
We now report on a video analysis of the gestures performed by participants in the Chips and Pucks conditions.
Manipulation Gesture Typology
The first step of the coding process consisted in agreeing on an initial set of gestures. We focus on physical gestures, not gestures in the traditional HCI (input) sense. We therefore decided to identify recurrent gestures based on video footage. Doing so we noticed common manipulation errors-i.e., manipulations with unintended consequences. We thus agreed on a typology that included a total of 21 gestures and errors, of which we report 13 here (this selection will be explained later on). The manipulation gestures were: Fine drag: Move object(s) while pushing against their top surface with one or more fingertips. Coarse drag: Move object(s) while pushing against their top surface with another body part (e.g., flat hand). Grasp drag: Move object(s) by grasping and not lifting them. Lift: Move object(s) by grasping them and lifting them. Bulldozer push: Move object(s) by pushing sideways, with the body in contact with the surface. Throw: Move object(s) by grasping / pushing and releasing contact during transport. Separate: Move object(s) in order to break contact with surrounding object(s).
Whereas the manipulation errors were: Miss: Contact with object(s) is not achieved while intending to initiate a manipulation. Loss: Contact with object(s) is unexpectedly lost. Collision: Object(s) being manipulated accidentally collide with surrounding objects. Overlap: Moving several overlapping objects while intending to move less of them. Stick: Object sticks to skin when attempting to release contact. Escape: Object moves by itself instead of remaining still.
Method
We wanted to focus on close-to-optimal strategies and thus only analyzed two blocks (8 trials per participant) from the video recordings: the last block involving chip manipulation and the last block involving puck manipulation. This represented about 30 minutes of video for all 8 participants.
Two coders (co-authors) independently annotated video logs using ChronoViz [11] . Each time any of the 21 gestures or manipulation errors was seen occurring, the coder annotated its exact starting time as well as the hand used. This process took each coder about 30 hours, for a total of 5000 gestures and manipulation errors reported.
Inter-Coder Agreement
In order to estimate inter-coder agreement, annotations had to be temporally aligned. We used a three-pass algorithm. The first pass searched for matching annotations. A match was defined by two annotations having the same category, the same hand and being close in time (±350 ms). Figure 6 : Frequencies of occurrence of manipulation gestures and manipulation errors, for Chips and for Pucks.
A second pass then searched for non-matches, defined as two annotations having the same hand, being close in time, but having different categories. Remaining annotations were discarded.
We assessed inter-coder agreement using Cohen's Kappa (K) [5] . K ranges from -1 to 1, with 1 being a perfect agreement, 0 what would be expected by chance. We added the hand used (left or right) to our 21 categories, yielding a total of 42. The coder agreement was K=0.47, a "moderate" agreement [5] . We noticed that one coder annotated more gestures than the other (12% more), revealing that micromovements were not consistently taken into account. These micro-movements were thus discarded in the rest of the analysis, leading to a "substantial" agreement of K=0.79. Figure 6 reports gesture occurrence frequencies per Object condition and per coder. Error frequencies are relative to the total number of gestures. The last column reports per-gesture coder agreements, ranging from "fair" to "substantial".
Results
Looking at the diversity of manipulation gestures, fine drags (typical of touch interfaces) represents the vast majority of gestures in the Chips condition. Coarse drags and bulldozer push gestures, are also relatively common. Both are possible with touch interfaces, although not often implemented [4, 25] .
Surprisingly, fine drags are also the most common gesture with Pucks: participants typically manipulated pucks as if they were using a touch interface. However, the gestures are also more diverse, with more throw gestures, and gestures like lifts and grasp drags that are impossible with touch. Lifts have been observed only very rarely with Chips, confirming that Df 1 was not a problem with our proxy setup.
Despite lower coder agreements, both coders reported much more manipulation errors with Chips. Approximately twice as many losses are reported (e.g., a few chips are left behind during bulldozer pushes), and misses (e.g., a finger lands next to a chip) also seem much more common.
These results also help us understand to what extent chip overlap (Df 3) was a problem. Overlaps caused manipulation errors in only about 3% of all gestures, and only 3-4% of all hand gestures were for separating overlapping chips. This suggests that although the effect of chip overlap is measurable, other issues such as losses or misses are at least as important.
Finally, the dominant and non-dominant hands were used about equally often in both Object conditions. 
Understanding Chip Losses and Misses
Video recordings revealed that chip losses happened during bulldozer pushes and coarse drags. Figure 7 shows an instance.
We informally experimented with bulldozer pushes by lining up chips so overlap is impossible. It appeared that chips are lost because it is hard to maintain a large contact area between the body and the surface. Full contact is not required with pucks because they are too thick to slip below the arm. Similarly we repeated coarse drag gestures and found that chips are lost because it is hard to distribute body pressure on several chips. With pucks, this is much easier because the empty space around makes it possible to orient and shape the hand in different ways, and the intervening space allowed the flesh to deform in a way that distributes forces more equally.
Misses cannot be easily explained by taking a two-dimensional perspective, since chips and pucks have the same radius. However, since pucks "stick out", they likely facilitate quick establishment of lateral contact. This additional error tolerance on the third dimension may have made puck acquisition both less error-prone and less attention-demanding, considering that bimanual tasks spanning a large surface like ours require split visual attention. Also, failure or success to acquire a puck is signaled with more distinctive haptic and auditory cues, thus likely reducing the need to visually monitor for misses. As one participant mentioned, it was harder to manipulate the correct amount (of chips), especially if you do not look at them.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
We turn back to our initial research questions and attempt to answer them based on the empirical data we collected.
Are Chips a Good Proxy for Idealized Touch
Interfaces?
People spontaneously manipulated chips as if they were using direct touch interfaces, i.e., by dragging one or more with their fingertips. Coarser gestures were also used to manipulate many chips concurrently, which is also possible on touch interfaces using contact shape sensing [4] . A single participant used once a strategy consisting in regrouping chips, lifting them together, and placing them one by one. This can easily be avoided in future experiments through explicit instructions.
The way chips physically interacted may have been unusual for a touch interface. While touch interfaces either always allow object overlap during manipulation or never do (through collision detection), physical chips implement a mix of both. Some participants complained about both unintended overlaps and the necessity to avoid already-placed chips. This issue needs to be addressed in future proxy setups, for example by designing ultra-flat objects that consistently collide.
Concerning self-reported subjective experience, chips felt less "physical" and more "touch-like" than pucks, but they still felt much more physical than current touch interfaces. Participants were highly sensitive to the tactile feedback, while the realistic visual "rendering" and the absence of lag may have also significantly contributed to this experience. All these factors only confirm that chips are not a good proxy for today's touch interfaces, which is not what chips are trying to emulate. Device vendors have been successfully building touch devices that provide a much more physically plausible experience than old touch screens, and this trend is likely to continue.
Does Object Thickness Present Benefits?
Our study seems to suggest this was the case, but not necessarily for the reasons often mentioned in the literature.
First, while previous studies find that tangibles afford more accurate manipulation [13, 22, 24] , we found that chips are positioned more precisely than pucks. This result points out benefits of touch interfaces that may have been overlooked. In particular, because they are flat, touch interfaces can be more legible, as objects do not occlude content as much as tangible objects. This may in turn facilitate precision tasks.
Second, it has been argued [10, 23] and observed [17] that tangibles support richer gestures. Our study calls for more nuance. When repositioning objects in a 2D workspace, finger drag is a dominant gesture even with tangibles. It appears to be the best for positioning small objects. Being "graspable" thus does not necessarily lead to grasping behavior. Naturally, our findings only apply to a specific type of task, and to a particular tangible form-factor appropriate for the task.
Despite this, tangibles were often lifted and grasped, and it is clear that this extra flexibility yielded a much more positive subjective experience. However, it is not clear whether the same difference in satisfaction would have been observed had participants been able to drag chips over other chips, as is often the case in touch interfaces. This finding thus calls for further studies before we can make any strong claim about speed or subjective benefits of thick objects.
A key insight provided by our empirical method is that when multiple objects need to be manipulated at a time, touch interfaces are limited not because objects cannot be grasped, but because human hands and arms are too irregular to interact in elaborate ways with flat surfaces. Indeed, coarse manipulations yielded many unintended chip losses, a problem that is easily addressed by the extra thickness of pucks. Despite previous experimentations with contact shape sensing and coarse manipulation gestures similar to what we observed [4, 25] , touch interfaces may be sub-optimal for such tasks. This issue will likely become more apparent as contact shape sensing becomes mainstream, and may require specific interaction techniques and/or mid-air (thus non-touch) sensing equipment.
Finally, we found that thick objects were easier to acquire, likely because i) they "stick out" as targets and ii) they generate haptic "error messages" when mis-acquired. This suggests that touch surfaces may be less comfortable for carrying out complex coordinated tasks over large areas, even with full support for haptic rendering [3] . Nevertheless, participant comments suggest that tactile feedback is a key component of the perceived "physicality" of a touch interface.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We were interested in comparing touch interfaces with tangible interfaces for repositioning collections of objects on a 2D workspace. The use of physical proxies allowed us to isolate the effects of object thickness (flat vs. thick), a fundamental difference between touch and tangibles interfaces irrespective of the available technology to implement them.
Like previous studies, we observed that graspable objects are manipulated faster than their flat counterparts. However, they were also positioned less accurately, presumably because of the occlusions they entail. Video analysis also revealed that in both conditions, participants favored finger dragging gestures typical of touch interfaces, although they grasped and lifted thick objects when it was more convenient.
Meanwhile, we raised two possible limitations of touch that may seem obvious in retrospect but should probably be given more emphasis, as they may be inherent to any touch interface: i) touch objects are more prone to acquisition errors as they are not necessarily acquired orthogonally, ii) touch surfaces are flat but human hands and arms are not, which can cause object losses when trying to drag or sweep many objects at a time. Adding thickness to objects solves this issue, making the manipulation of multiple objects more comfortable, less error-prone and less attention-demanding. All these factors may contribute to a more positive subjective experience.
The physical proxy approach definitely has limitations and will never replace traditional evaluation methods, but it can be a useful complement -it provides a totally different way of looking at comparative questions. We hope this work will encourage further research in this direction.
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